


Another Top Google Engineer
Writes Open Letter About
Company’s ‘Outrage Mobs’
And ‘Witch Hunts’
  | TECH
J. Arthur Bloom | Deputy Editor

A Republican Google software engineer has written an open
letter describing a culture of left-wing “outrage mobs” that make
use of the company’s anonymous bias reporting channels to
shut down dissent.

The open letter, published Tuesday morning on Medium, was
written by software engineer Mike Wacker, who was reported
himself multiple times via the company’s anonymous reporting
tools.

“If left unchecked,” Wacker wrote, “these outrage mobs will hunt
down any conservative, any Christian, and any independent free
thinker at Google who does not bow down to their agenda.”

In one case, Wacker describes a fellow Republican employee who
was reported for saying nice things about the University of
Toronto academic Jordan Peterson. He was given a note in
writing that said, “One Googler raised a concern that you that
you appeared to be promoting and defending Jordan Peterson’s
comments about transgender pronouns, and this made them
feel unsafe at work.” (RELATED: Documents Detailing Google’s

https://medium.com/@mikewacker/googles-outrage-mobs-and-witch-hunts-b1d8fa9c74d9
https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/09/google-news-blacklist-search-manipulation/


‘News Blacklist’ Show Manual Manipulation Of Special Search
Results)

Wacker himself was twice reported via the company’s
anonymous reporting channels.

“You wrote in the activists-us@ group: ‘The definition of ‘Google’s
values’ that matters is the one used by Google’s activists, who
could only be described as ‘nonpartisan’ in the same sense that
the Women’s March could be described as inclusive towards pro-
life Jewish women,'” reads a note he received in January. “Other
members of the group responded that your statement was
percieved [sic] as hateful/incendiary/inflammatory. [redacted].”

In February, he received a note that said, “You received feedback
on industry-info@ that your comments were ‘rude, disrespectful,
and intellectually dishonest.'”

In an exchange released in Wacker’s medium post, he describes
a back-and-forth with Blake Lemoine, the engineer who belongs
to a self-described cult led by a former porn star and called
Republican Tennessee Sen. Marsha Blackburn a “terrorist.” When
Wacker raised issues with how the company had handled the AI
ethics board debacle that ended with the company dropping
Heritage Foundation President Kay Coles James, Lemoine replied
that, “Everyone is aware of your tolerance for bigotry.”

New from me: Google’s Outrage Mobs and Witch
Huntshttps://t.co/mNm9kfsUeZ

— Mike Wacker (@m_wacker) May 21, 2019
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In another post, Lemoine added “If you think that trans women
aren’t women then you can either keep it to yourself or GTFO.”

It appears the company is trying to make that happen.

Wacker describes a meeting in March with HR and his manager,
in which he claims to have been offered a severance package
from the company.

Wacker writes:

I was pulled into a meeting of my own with my management
and HR. During that meeting, I received a final written
warning, and I received a verbal offer of 8 weeks of
severance pay if I left the company. That verbal offer of
severance was an implied threat of termination. While they
never said it explicitly, it was clear that if I didn’t take that
offer, they would invent some pretext to fire me shortly
thereafter.

A spokesperson for Google declined to comment on Wacker’s
situation, but added that, “to make sure that no complaint raised
goes unheard at Google, we give employees multiple channels
to report concerns, including anonymously, and investigate all
allegations of retaliation.”



Whistleblower Leaks Google 'Diversity
Training' Handout ...

S https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/03/22/whistleblower-
leaks-google-diversity-training-handout/
Mar 22, 2019 · Google whistleblower Mike Wacker gave the
public a glimpse of the tech giant's skewed attitudes towards
race and gender this week by releasing two pages from the
company's "diversity training" workbook.
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Mike Wacker (@m_wacker) | Twitter

S https://twitter.com/m_wacker
The latest Tweets from Mike Wacker (@m_wacker). Software
engineer at @Google. Christian in tech. Republican in tech.
@Cornell and @CornellSun alumnus. @Cardinals fan raised in St.
Louis.
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Whistleblower: Google Calls Christians
"Counter to Our ...

S redheartland.com/whistleblower-google-calls-christians-
counter-to-our-mission/
Early Wednesday morning, Google software engineer Mike
Wacker went public with an incident showing anti-religious bias
among the company's Human Resources (HR) division. HR
slammed Christian YouTube ads as "homophobic" and "very
counter to our mission" in a newsletter that goes to 30,000+
employees at the company.
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Google Employees Bully The Company Into
Dropping an AI Ethics ...

S https://pjmedia.com/trending/hecklers-veto-google-cancels-
ethics-board-after-employees-demonize-heritage-president/
Mike Wacker, a Google employee concerned about animus
against conservatives and Christians at the company, warned
that conservative employees at Google are terrified of defending
Kay Coles James ...
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Whistleblower Leaks Google's 'White
Privilege' Diversity Training

S https://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/techwatch/alexander-
hall/2019/03/28/whistleblowers-leaks-googles-white-privilege-
diversity
A software engineer at Google has made another devastating
reveal of Google's liberal bias. Mike Wacker leaked two pages of
far-left dogma on race, privilege, and sexuality published in
Google's Allyship 101 "diversity training" materials.
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Google Shows Anti-Conservative Bias Yet
Again: A Manager ...

S https://pjmedia.com/trending/google-manager-fake-news-and-
hate-speech-are-how-trump-won-the-election/
Mike Wacker, the Google software engineer who published the
email, said he decided to share it because it shows "political bias
at Google." On the topic of political bias at Google, I have
decided ...
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Google declared war on 'hate speech, fake
news' because 'That ...

S https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/google-declared-war-on-
hate-speech-fake-news-because-thats-how-trump-won-
employee-alleges
— Mike Wacker (@m_wacker) March 11, 2019 Finally, on the
topic of viewpoint diversity, both political diversity and religious
diversity matter. I have touched on the politics part, especially ...
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